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The relation of the topological properties of convex compact subsets of locally convex spaces 
and those of the sets of their extreme points is examined. The principal question studied is whether 
the weight of a convex compact space and the weight of the set of its extreme points coincide. 
It is proved that if K is a convex compact space and 8 is the set of its extreme points, then 
w(~)=nw($)=L(8)~4(8), 
w(K)= w(g). hL(K). 
If 8 is a Lindeliif space or K is a simplex, then w(K) = w( 8). 
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Introduction 
In [ 1,2,4-61 a series of criteria of the metrizability of convex compact subsets 
of locally convex To spaces (below, such subsets are named convex compact spaces) 
is obtained in terms of topological properties of the set of extreme points of these 
convex compact spaces. Using the language of the theory of cardinal functions of 
topological spaces, these results can be formulated in the form of the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 0.1. Let K be a convex compact space, E’ be the set of its extreme points. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) w(K) s R.G 
(b) [l] 8 is a %-analytic space and nw( 8) s K0 (i.e., 8 is an analytic space); 
(c) [61 ccI(g, K) * L(‘8s &I; 
(d) [6] Nag( 8) * hL( K) c K,,; 
(e) [41 nw( 8) s k 
(f) [5] %T is distinguishable in K; 
k) [21 A(g). LCQ~b. 
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Remark. In [2], an assertion weaker than (d) is proved, namely, for YC-analytic 
spaces instead of spaces with countable Nagami number. For these spaces the same 
proof is valid. 
The use of certain simple purely topological facts enables the principal theorem 
from [l] to be reformulated as follows. 
Theorem 0.2 [4]. If the set ‘8 of extreme points of a convex compact space K is a 
Yt-analytic space, then 
w(K)=w(E)=nw(E)=A(8). 
In connexion with these results, the following question has been suggested by 
A.V. Arhangel’skii. 
Question. Let K be a convex compact space, 8 be the set of its extreme points. 
Which of the cardinal numbers listed below coincide: 
w(K), w(V, nw(‘Q, A(g) * L(Q, 
$($ K) * L(8), Nag(Z). hL(K), hL(K)? 
This paper describes a particular solution to this problem (see Section 3). 
In the author’s opinion, the reason why the method employed in [ 1,2,4-61 cannot 
be extended automatically to the general case is that the Choquet-Bishop-de Lue 
Theorem used in these works is not effective enough if the set of extreme points of 
a convex compact space is not a Lindelof space. In Sections 1 and 2 we describe 
the necessary geometrical formalism not using the theory of representations of 
measures and the notion of measure itself. Instead of the Choquet-Bishop-de Lue 
Theorem the following purely geometrical corollary will be used: 
Proposition 0.3. Let K be a convex compact space, the set of its extreme points 8 be 
a Lindeliif space, U be an open subset of K, 8 c U, x E K. Then for any F > 0 there 
. . 
exist a posltlve integer n, x, , . . . , x, E U, x.+ E K, real numbers A, I . . . , A,, A, 2 0, where 
A, < E, such that 
i: A;+A*=l 
i=* 
and 
x= i A,x,fA,x,. 
i=l 
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Proof. As E is a Lindeliif space, there exists a countable open (in K) cover 
{U,, c K: n E w} of the space 8’ such that U,, is convex and 0, c U for any n E w. 
By the Choquet-Bishop-de Lue Theorem there exists the maximal regular probability 
measure p for which x is the center of gravity (see [7]). It follows from the maximality 
of the measure p that 
There exists n E w such that 
p ;a; >l_&. 
( > I=, 
Put AI=/J(U,), Ai=p((Ui\Ui+,) for i=2,...,n, A.+=/_L(K\IJ:=, U,), /_L,= 
(I/~,)~~~~,~i=(l/hi)~~~i\U,~~fori=2,...,n,~~=(l/A,)~~KK\U~_, U,,and 
define xi to be the center of gravity of the measure E_L, for i = 1,. . . , n, x* to be the 
center of gravity of pcL*. Then clearly Ai, A,, xi, x.+ are as required. 0 
0.1. Denotations and terminology 
All topological spaces are supposed to be Tychonoff spaces and are called spaces. 
R denotes the real line and [0, l] the closed unit interval; (0, +OO) = {x E IF!: x > 0}, 
[0, +co) = {x E R: x 2 0). The sets (-00,0) and (-co, 0] are defined in the same 
manner. The symbol w stands for the set of positive integers. 
Let K be a convex compact space. A point x E K is called extreme iff u, v E K 
and x = $(u + v) imply that x = u = ZI. The set of all extreme points of a convex 
compact space K is denoted 8(K). A map f: S-+ T of convex sets is called ujine 
iffforanyx,yESandtE[O,l]wehave 
The set of all real-valued continuous affine functions defined on K is denoted A(K). 
A function f: K + [w is called convex iff for any x, y E K and t E [0, l] we have 
The notation 6 (_h) refers to the upper (lower) enveZope function of a function 
h:K+R: forxEK 
K(x) = inf{a(x): a E A(K), a(y) 2 h(y) for any y E K), 
and _h =-(-h). If A,, . . . , A, c K, A,, . . . , A, 20 and c:=, Ai = I, then CT=, A,Ai 
stands for the set 
n 
1 A,x;: x,EA,,. . .,x,EA, 
i=, I 
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In this paper, the following results will be used: 
Result 1 ([7] The Krein-Mil’man Theorem). For any convex compact space K we 
have E(K) # (d and the convex envelope of E(K) is dense in K. 
Result 2 [7]. For any distinct points x, y of a convex compact space K there exists a 
function a E A(K) such that a(x) = 1, a(y) = -1. 
Result 3 ([7] The Choquet-Meyer Theorem). A convex compact space K is a simplex 
ifffor any continuous convex function h : K + R the function i is a&e. 
The following cardinal functions are used (see [3]): 
l w: weight; 
l nw: net weight; 
l x: character; 
l r,!~: pseudocharacter; 
l (lr(A4, X): pseudocharacter of a set M c X in X, 
$(M X) = iuf{lyl: Y is a family of sets open in X, M = n y}; 
l A: diagonal number, 
A(X) = $(A,, X xX), where Ax = {(x, x): x E X}; 
l L: Lindelijf degree; 
l hL: hereditary Lindelof degree; 
l Nag: Nagami number, 
Nag(X) =inf{w( Y): there exists 2 having a continuous map onto X and 
a perfect map onto Y}. 
Note that for ZJ”-analytic spaces, the Nagami number is at most KO. 
The following assertion is an evident generalization of the classical fact (see [3]). 
Proposition 0.4. Let X, Y be topological spaces and f: Y + X be a perfect map of Y 
onto X. Then L( Y) = L(X), in particular, for any compact space K we have L( K x X) = 
L(X). 
1. Simplicial and weakly simplicial maps 
In this section, we introduce and investigate special classes of continuous affine 
maps of convex compact spaces. 
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Proposition 1.1. Zf f: K + T where f(K) = T is a continuous afine map of convex 
compact spaces, then 55’(T) c f (E(K)). 
Proof. It is easy to see that if y E ‘2’(T), then %(f -l(y)) c 8(K). By the Krein- 
Mil’man Theorem, 2X(f -‘( y)) is nonempty. 0 
Definition-Theorem 1.2. We will say that a continuous affine map f: K + T of convex 
compact spaces distinguishes extreme points (is a dep map) ifs one of the equivalent 
conditions is met: 
(a) g(K) =fP’(f (g(K))) andf(K) = T; 
(b) f( %‘( K)) = E(T) and for any x E 8(K) we have f -‘(f (x)) = {x}; 
(c) f (g(K)) = g(T) and the map f 1 ‘iY( K) is injective. 
Proof. The implication (b)+(c) is evident. The implication (b)+(a) follows from 
the Krein-Mil’man Theorem. If y E Z’(T) and If -‘( y)I > 1, then I’&Y(f -‘( y))l > 1 by 
the Krein-Mil’man Theorem. This and the fact that if y E ‘kZ( T), then Z( f -‘( y)) c 
‘8(K), proves the implication (c)+(b). Let us show that (a)*(c). Since T\8( T) c 
f(K\g(K)), we have 
g(T)c T\f(K\g(K)) =f(g(K)). 
Proposition 1.1 implies that 8(T) = f( ‘8’(K)). Let x, y E 8(K), x # y. Then f(x) # 
f($(x+y)) and therefore, f(x)ff(y). 0 
Definition-Theorem 1.3. We call a continuous afine map f: K + T of convex compact 
spaces simplicial (an s map) i#f (K) = T an d one of the equivalent conditions is met: 
(a) for any x, y E T 
(b) for any closed convex set S c T 
f (E(f -l(S))) = E(S); 
(c) for any x, y E T and t E [0, l] 
f-‘(tx+(1-t)y)=tf’(x)+(1-t)f_‘(y); 
(d) foranyx,,...,x,~Tandh’,...,A,~Osuchthat~~’,hi=l 
f-‘( i *ix,) = i A,f-‘(xc); 
i=l i=l 
(e) for any a E A(K) the function a’ : T -+ IF! defined by the rule 
ci(x) = inf{a(y): y E f -l(x)} for every x E T 
is lower semi-continuous and afine. 
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Proof. (a)*(b). It suffices to consider the case S = T. Let z E g(K), x, y E T and 
f(z) = $(x + y). Then 
z E W’(x) +f-i(Y)). 
Since z E 8(K), we have x = y and therefore, f(x) E Z’(T). 
(b)*(c). Put 
S={tx+(1-f)y: tE[O, l]}. 
Then 
f( E(f_‘(S))) = E(S) = {x9 Y], 
therefore, 
%(f_‘(S)) c./_‘(x) u.r’(Y); 
as has been mentioned, 
Wf_‘(x)) u ~W’(Y)) c wf-‘(s)). 
The Krein-Mil’man Theorem and the affinity off imply 
f~‘(S)={tf_‘(x)+(1-t)f_‘(y): tE[O,l]} 
and 
f~‘(tx+(l-t)y)=tf~‘(x)+(l-t)f~‘(y). 
(c)e(d). Trivial. 
(c)=+(e). It is easy to check that the function a’ is lower semi-continuous. Let 
x,y~ T, t~[O,l]; then 
a”(tx+(l-t)y)=inf{a(z): zEfpl(fx+(l-f)y)} 
=inf{a(z): ZE tf-‘(x)+(1-t)f-‘(y)} 
=inf{ta(u)+(l-t)u(u): u~f~‘(x), v~f-‘(y)} 
= t&(x) + (1 - t)a-( y), 
i.e., the function 6 is affine. 
(e)-(a). Suppose, on the contrary, that there is 
zEf-‘(~(X+Y))\(~(f~‘(x)+f~‘(Y))). 
Then there exists a function a E A(K) such that u(z) = -1, u(f-‘(x)) c [0, +a) and 
u(f-‘( y)) c [0, too). This contradicts the affinity of 6, because C(x) 3 0, a”(y) 3 0 
and a”($(x+y))~-1. 0 
Lemma 1.4. Any lower semi-continuous afine function h : K + R dejined on a convex 
compact space K reaches its minimum on the set of extreme points S?(K). 
Proof. Since the function h is lower semi-continuous, h reaches its infimum m on 
K. Let XE 8(hPl(m)). If x=i(y+z) where y,z~K, then 
h(x)=;(h(y)+h(z))=m. 
Since m is a minimum of h on K, we have h(y) 2 m and h(z) 2 m. Therefore 
h(y)=h(z)=m,i.e.,y,zEh~‘(m).Sincex~~(h~’(m)),x=y=zandxE~(K). q 
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Theorem 1.5. Any s map distinguishing extreme points f: K + T is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. Suppose this is false, i.e., for some x.+ E T, If-‘(x.+.)1 > 1. Since the family of 
functions A(K) disjoints points, there exists a E A(K) such that la(f-‘(x,.)1> 1. 
Let Y,, z.+ E f-‘(x,), y* # z.+ and a( y.+.) > a(~,). Put h = a’ of- a, where the function 
a” : T + R is defined for every x E T as 
a”(x) = inf{a( y): y Ef-l(x)}. 
Then we have h( y*) < 0. From the fact that f is an s map it follows that h is lower 
semi-continuous and affine. Theorem 1.2 and the fact that f is a dep map imply 
that iofrE’(K)=~rE(K) and hr%‘(K)=O. As h(y,)<O, this contradicts Lemma 
1.4. 0 
Proposition 1.6. Let f: K + T be a continuous afine map of convex compact spaces. 
Then iff( Z?( K)) = %‘(T) and T is a simplex, f is an s map. 
Proof. Let a E A(K) and the function 6 : T+ R for all x E T be defined by 
Z(x) = inf{a( y): y ef-‘(x)}. 
Clearly the function 6 is lower semi-continuous and convex. Assume a’ is not affine. 
Then there exist x, , x2 E T and e > 0 such that 
$(a’(x,)+a”(x,))-6($(x,+x,))> E >o. 
One can choose a,, a2 E A(T) such that a, < c, a2 < 6, 6(x,) - a,(~,) < fs, 6(x2) - 
a,(~,) < i.5. Put g = max( a,, a2) and x* =4(x, +x2). Then the function g is continuous 
and convex, g < c and 
%g(x,) + g(x*)) > G(x, +x2)), 
therefore 2(x,) > Z(x,). We have assumed that T is a simplex. Hence g is upper 
semi-continuous and affine by the Choquet-Meyer Theorem. Put b = a -2 of; the 
function b is lower semi-continuous and affine. Clearly gr 8( T) = g r ‘8( T), therefore 
the conditions g < & andf( %( K)) = ZY( T) imply b r 8(K) > 0. It follows from Lemma 
1.4 that b> 0. But 2(x,)> 6(x,) implies for some x~f-‘(x,), 
g Of(X)> a(x), 
so b(x) < 0, a contradiction. Thus the function a’ is affine and according to Theorem 
1.3, f is an s map. 0 
For a convex compact space K, ExpJ K) denotes the set of all nonempty convex 
compact subspaces of K. If T is a convex set, put 
a( T, K) = { cp E Exp,( K) 7: for any x, , . . . , x, E T and 
h,,...,&I Z- 0 such that C:=, A, = 1, 
cp(c:=, A;x,)c c:=, Aicp(&)). 
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Definition 1.7. A continuous affine map of convex compact spaces f: K + T will be 
called weakly simplicial (a ws map) if f(K) = T and there exists cp E d( T, K) such 
that for every x E T, cp (x) = f-‘(x). 
Lemma 1.8. Let f: K + T be a ws map of convex compact spaces, cp E a( T, K), for 
every x E T, q(x) c f-‘(x) and h : T + lF% be a continuous convex function. If x E T and 
y~rp(x), then h(x)=hof (y). 
Proof. Since clearly, for any z E K, h( f (2)) 2 h of(z), it suffices to show that 
h(x)< h 0 fjy). The number R(x) is the supremum of the numbers I:=, Aih(xi) 
where new, x ,,..., x,ET, A, ,..., A,, 30, CT=, hi = 1 and CT=, hixi =X (see [7]). 
Thus it suffices to show that C:=, hih(xi) s h 0 f(y). Since cp E &( T, K), we have 
cp(x)cC:=, Aicp(X,), SO there exist yiE p(Xi), i= 1,. . . , n, for which y=C:,, Ai,Vi. 
Then 
f lih(xi)=i~,Aih(f(y~))=i~IAihof(yi)~hof (y). 0 
i=, 
Proposition 1.9. Let f: K + T be a ws map of convex compact spaces. If K is a simplex, 
then T also is a simplex. 
Proof. Fix cp E d(T, K) such that for any XE T, p(x) cf-‘(x). According to the 
Choquet-Meyer Theorem we have to show that for any continuous convex real- 
valued function h defined on T the upper envelope function fi is affine. Let x1, x2 E T, 
t E [0, 11. As cp E d( T, K), there exist y, E cp(xl) and y2 E cp(x2) for which 
tY,+(l-t)Y,Ecp(tx,+(l--)x2). 
Lemma 1.8 implies 
6(x,) = h Of (yA 6(x2) = h Of (yz), 
h(tx,+(l-t)x,)=hof(ty,+(l-t)y,). 
It remains to note that the function zf is affine by the Choquet-Meyer Theorem 
for K is a simplex. q 
Proposition 1.6, 1.9 and Theorem 1.5 imply: 
Theorem 1.10. Let f: K -+ T be a ws map distinguishing 
simplex, then f is a homeomorphism. 
extreme points. If K is a 
Theorem 1.11. Let f: K + T be a ws map distinguishing extreme points. If the space 
8(K) has the Lindelof property, then f is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. Fix cp E oP( T, K) such that for any x E T, q(x) c f -l(x). Suppose that f is 
not a homeomorphism, i.e., for some xg E T the set f -‘(x0) contains at least two 
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different points y, and zO. There is a E A(K) with a(~,,) = -1, a(zJ = 1. For every 
convex compact K’c K the set a(K’) is a segment on the real line; denote the 
length of the segment a(K’) by I(K’). Define b : T+ R! by the rule that [(f-‘(x)) 
corresponds to every x E T. The function b is upper semi-continuous, b(x,) 3 2 and 
br 8( T) = 0, for f distinguishes extreme points. Put S = { y E K: b(f( y)) 2 $}. The 
set S is closed in K and S n 8(K) = 0. Proposition 0.3 implies that there exist n E w, 
Yl,... ,Yn, Zlr.. ., z,EK\S,y*,z*EK,A+.,A ,,..., A,,p,,p ,,..., ~,,BOsuchthat 
A,, I-Q < (l/NK)) and 
h*+ i A, =/A*+ ; 
,=I 
i=, Pi = l9 
Yo = A* Y* + i, bYi, 
Put 
zo= p*z*+ i /-wk. 
i=l 
y = A*f-‘(f(v*>>+ Ii w-'(f(Y!)h 
i=l 
2 = cl*“f-‘Wz,)) + j, /Jr’ (f(Zl)). 
Sincef(.h) =f(zd =x0, we have q(x,J = Y n Z; so Y n Z # 0. By the construction 
yO~ Y, Z~E Z, therefore 1 E a(Y) and -1 E u(2). 
Estimate Z(Y) and I(Z): 
I( y, =G A*z(Sp’(f(y*)))+ i Aiz(f-‘(f(Yi))) 
,=I 
= A,W%-(Y,))) + i: Mf(yi)). 
i=l 
Combining this with A,<(1/2Z(K)), A.++~~=, Ai=l, l(f~‘(f(y+.)))~ Z(K) and 
yi~K\S={y~K:b(f(y))<~}fori=l,...,nweobtain 
Z(Y)<L. 
21(K) 
Z(K)+ i Ai.;<$+;=l. 
I=, 
In a similar way, one can obtain the unequality l(Z) < 1. 
From 1 E u(Y), -1 E u(Z), Z(Y) < 1 and Z(Z) < 1 it follows that u(Y) n a(Z) = 0, 
in contradiction with Y n Z # 0. 0 
For a space X, Exp(X) denotes the space of all nonempty closed subsets of X 
with the Vietoris topology. A base of the topology consists of the sets having the form 
n 
wtu,,..., V,,)={FEEX~(X): Fc U U, and 
i=* 
foranyi=l,...,n, FnU,fO} 
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where U, are nonempty open subsets of X. If X is a compact space, then Exp(X) 
is also compact (see [3]). It is easy to check that for a convex compact space K the 
set Exp,(K) of all nonempty convex compact subsets of K is closed in Exp(K) 
and so Exp,(K) with the Vietoris topology is a compact space. Throughout the 
section Exp,(K) will be considered with the topology induced from Exp(K). 
Lemma 1.12. Let K be a convex compact space and t E [0, 11. Then the set 
~,={(K,,K,,K,)EEx~~(K)‘:K~~~K,+(~-~)K~} 
is closed in Ex~,(K)~. 
Proof. Let (K, , KZ, K3) FI! d,, i.e., for the map j, : K x K + K defined by the rule 
j,(x,y)=tx+(l-r)y forx,yE K, 
the condition K,\j,(K, x K3) # 0 holds. By the continuity of the map j,, there exist 
open neighborhoods U,, U, of compact spaces K, and K3 respectively such that 
KZ\j,( U, x U3) # 0. Put lJz = K\ j,( U, x U,). Then the set 
W= W(U,)x W(U,,K)x W(U,) 
is a neighborhood of the point (K, , K,, K3) E Exp,( K) 3 such that W n JZZ, = 0. Since 
(K,, KZ, K3) from Ex~,(K)~\~, was choosen arbitrarily, the set Ex~,(K)~\ti, is 
open. 0 
Lemma 1.13. Let K and T be convex compact spaces and I+IJ E Exp,( K) T. Then the set 
a(T,K,(L)={cPEd(T,K):foranyxET,cp(x)ccL(x)I 
is closed in Exp,( K) T, if we consider Exp,( K) ’ with the Tychonoff product topology. 
Proof. Put 
X={cp~Exp,(K)r: foranyxET, ~(x)cI/J(x)} 
The set X is closed in Exp,(K)‘, because 
X =~I{E~P~(K)\WK\G(X), K): XE T], 
i.e., X is a product of closed sets. Since &( T, K, I,!J) = a( T, K) n X, it suffices to 
show that the set &( T, K) is closed in Exp,( K) ‘. For any x, y E T and t E [0, l] let 
rrx,,, be the projection of Exp,(K)’ onto ExP~(K)‘.~.~,‘~+“~“~~’ and 
&,(x, y) = Icp E Exp,(K)(X.“l~+(‘~‘)L‘): 
cP(tx+(1--t)y)= w(x)+(l--t)dY)). 
Since 
d(T, K) = f%;:.,,(&(X, Y)): X, YE T t E [O, ll>, 
it follows from Lemma 1.12 that .&( T, K) is closed in Ex~,(K)~. 0 
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Theorem 1.14. Let the commutative diagram 
consist of convex compact spaces and continuous convex surjective maps. Let S= 
lim{S,, 5-z+‘: - n E w}, g be a limit map of K onto S (i.e., g = A:, , g,), z-,, for n E w be 
the natural projection of S onto S,. Then 
(a) if for every n E w the condition 
for any x, Y E S, (*I 
holds, then the map g is simplicial; 
(b) if for every n E w there exists E, E &(S,,+, , K) such that for any x E S,,+,(x), 
E,(X) c g,‘( 7-r:+’ (x)), then the map g is weakly simplicial; 
(c) if 2 c %‘( K ) and for any n E w the condition 
g,+,(Z) A sn+,(~(sn’(x)+sn’(Y))) =o 
for any distinct x, y E S, (**) 
holds, then g(Z) c 8(S). 
Proof. (a) We must prove that 
For every n E w put 
X, = g,‘(TTT,(x)), 
YPI =g,‘(~n(Y)L 
z, =;gxn+ Y,). 
It follows from (*) that gi:,(g,,+,(Z,T)) =Z,, all the more g-‘(g(Z,))=Z,,. Since 
~,,og=g,,wehavex~g(X,),y~g(Y,)andl(x+y)~g(Z,).Henceg~‘(~(x+y))c 
Z,, for every n E w. Now, it suffices to show that 
z = i;l z,, c ;(g-‘(x) +g-‘( y)). 
,1 = I 
Because 
S = lim {S,, z-I+‘: n E w}, 
- 
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for every n E w 
X n+, = X,, Y n+1= Y, 
and 
g-‘(x)= ?I X,, g-‘(y) = fi Y,. 
n=* II=, 
For ZEZ and HEW put 
M,={(u, V)EX,X Y,: z=$(u+u)}. 
Then M,, is closed in the compact space K x K and M,,,, c n/r,, therefore the 
intersection M = n;==, M,, is nonempty. Let (u, v) E M. Then u E g-‘(x), u E g-‘(y) 
and z = $( u + v). This proves the assertion. 
(b) For n E w put 
~4 ={q E&(S, K): for every xE S, cp(x)c g,‘(rn(x))}. 
By Lemma 1.13, the set &,, is closed in the compact space Exp,( K)S and nonempty, 
because E, 0 rr,, E &,. Since &,+, c &, by the compactness of the sets SB,, the 
intersection d = l-j:=, d, is nonempty. Let cp E Sp. Then cp E Dp(S, K) and for any 
XES we have cp(x)cg~‘(x)=n~=, g;‘(r,,(x)), as required. 
(c) Suppose that for some z E Z, g(z) G g(S), i.e., there exist such distinct u, u E S 
thatg(z)=~(u+u).ThereexistsnEw,forwhich~,(u)#~,(v).Putx=~,(u)and 
y = T,,(U). Since g, = rr,, 0 g and g,,, = v,+, 0 g, it follows from g(z) =$(u+ V) that 
g,+,(z) E g,+1(8gn1(x) +g,‘(.v))). 
A contradiction with (**). 0 
To complete the section we will formulate the following proposition 
proof. It probably explains names given by the author to s and ws maps. 
without 
Proposition 1.15. For a convex compact space K thefollowing conditions are equivalent: 
(a) K is a simplex; 
(b) any continuous afine map f: S+ K of a convex compact space S onto K is a 
ws map; 
(c) any continuous ajine map f: S + K of a convex compact space S to K such that 
f(?Z(S)) = 8(K) is an s map. 
This proposition is not used in the following. 
2. Factorization theorems 
Proposition 2.1. Let K be a convex compact space, X, Y c K, X n Y = 0 and L(X x 
y> G r. Then there exist a convex compact space Tand a continuous a#ine map f : K + T 
such thatf(K)= T, f(X)nf(Y)=@ and w(T)<-. 
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Proof. For every pair (x, y) E X x Y there exists a,, E A(K) such that u~,~(x) = 1 
and u~,~( y) = -1 (see Section 0). Put 
Uz,?, = &.:3(0, -too)), K,j, = C,:.((-~, 0)). 
The family 
Y = 1 U,,.” x v,, : (x, Y) E x x Y) 
is an open cover of the space X x Y. Since L(X x Y) G r, there exists Z c X x Y 
such that IZ( 6 T and 
Put 
X x Y= u {U,,,. x V,,,.: (x, Y) (5 -G. 
f=A{a,,: (x,y)~Z) 
and T=f(K). Since IZI < r, we have w(T) G w(R’) G 7. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let K be a convex compact space, hL( K) s r and 9 be a family of closed 
subsets of K, )9( c r. Then there exists a continuous afine map f of K onto a convex 
compact space T with w(T) d r such that for an)’ FE F, f -‘(f( F)) = F. 
Proof. Since hL( K) s S-, for every FE 9, L( K\ F) c T. By the compactness of 
F, L(( K\F) x F) s 7 (see Proposition 0.4), hence by Proposition 2.1 there exists a 
continuous affine map fF of K onto a convex compact space K, with w(KF) d 7 
such that 
fF(W nf,(K\F) =0. 
Putf=A{f,: FEN} and T=f(K). Because (91~7; we have 
w(T)~w(n{K~: FE~})~x 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let K be a convex compact space, 9 be a family of closed subsets of 
K, 191~ 7: Then there exists a continuous ufJine map f of K onto a convex compact 
space T with w(T) G r such that the following condition is met: 
zfF, , F2 E 9 and F, n F, = 8, then f (F, ) n f (F,) = $3. 
Proof. Let 
M={(F,, F,)E%x~: F,nF,=@}. 
Since for (F, , F2) E M the space F, x F2 is compact and all the more L( F, x FJ G T, 
by Proposition 2.1, there exists a continuous affine map fF,,F2 of K onto a convex 
compact space TF,,F2 with w( TF, ,Fz) s 7 such that 
fF,.FZ(F,)rlfFI,Fz(Fz)=0. 
Put 
f=A{.f&.F2: (F,, 6)~ Ml 
and T = f (K). Then f is a continuous affine map and 
w(T)~w(~{T~,,~~:(F,,FJEM})=+T~=E 0 
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Lemma 2.4. Let f: X + Y be a continuous map of compact spaces, 8 be a family of 
closed subsets of X, closed with respect to jhite intersections. Then 
f(nS)=n{f(F): FE%}. 
Proof. The inclusion 
is evident. Let y E n {f(F): F E 9}. Then the family 
F={f-‘(y)nF: FEN} 
consists of nonempty closed subsets of the compact space X and is closed with 
respect to finite intersections. Therefore n 9’ f 0. For an x E n 9’ we have x E n 9 
and f(x) = y, as required. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let K be a convex compact space, hL( K) c 7, f: K + Tbe a continuous 
ajine map, f(K) = T and w(T) G 7. Then there exist a convex compact space S with 
w(S) < r and continuous afine maps g: K + S and h : S + T such that g(K) = S, 
h(S)=T,f=hogandforanyx,yET 
g_‘(g(%f -l(x) +f _‘(Y)))) = $(f _‘(x) +f’(v)). 
Proof. Let 93 with 1933( s r be a net of the compact space T x T closed with respect 
to finite intersections and consisting of compact convex subsets of T x T, the map 
j, : K x K + K be defined as j, (x, y) =$(x +y) and 
S={j,((fXf)-‘(&I)): MEB}. 
The family 9 consists of closed subsets of the convex compact space K and 191 s 7. 
By Lemma 2.2, there exists a continuous affine map g, : K + SO onto a convex compact 
space S, with w(S,,) G r such that for any FE 9 we have g,‘(g,(F)) = E Put 
g=fAg,:K+TxS,. 
Let rr be the projection of TX& onto T,S=g(K) and h=r/S. Then f=hog, 
g(K) = S, h(S) = T and w(S)< T. Let us check that for any x, y E T, 
C’(g(f(f -l(x) +f -l(y)))) =$(f -l(x) +f -l(y)). 
Since for any FE 9, g,‘(g,(F)) = F, g-‘(g(F)) = F; hence it suffices to show that 
for the family 
Q={(fxf)P’(M): MESB,(X,y)EM} 
we have 
n{jK(X): xEti}=t(f-‘(X)+f-I(y)). 
The family ,A? is closed with respect to finite intersections, consists of closed sets and 
n .Q = (f xf )-7x, Y) =f -l(x) xf -l(y). 
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It follows from Lemma 2.4 that 
nhdm xE.H}=jKcnst)=~(f~I(X)+f-l(y)), 
what establishes the proposition. 0 
Proposition 2.6. Let f: K + T be a continuous afine map of a convex compact space 
K onto T, w(T) c r. Then there exist a convex compact space S, continuous afine maps 
g:K+S, h:S+TandeEti(S,K) such that g(K)=S, h(S)= T, f=hog andfor 
anyxES, e(x)cf-‘(h(x)). 
Proof. Fix a net 93 of the compact space T such that (‘Z’/ G T and 93 is closed with 
respect to finite intersections and consists of closed convex subsets of T. Fix a 
countable net JM of the segment [0, l] closed with respect to finite intersections and 
consisting of closed convex subsets. Let a map j: K x K x [0, l] + K be defined by 
the rule 
j(x,y, t)=tx+(1-t)y. 
We will construct a sequence %,,, n E w of increasing families consisting of closed 
convex subsets of K by induction. 
Put 9, = {f-‘(B): BE 93}. 
Assume that we have constructed the family 9,,. Put 
9:,={j(F,xF2xM): F,,F,E~‘,,,MEA} 
and 
9 fit, ={n 9’: 9’C 9;, I%‘++)}. 
The sequence sn, n E w is constructed. Put 
By construction, 
(a) the family 9 consists of closed convex subsets of K and ) 91 s T; 
(b) for any F, , F2 G 9 and M E Ju we have 
(c) the family 9 is closed with respect to finite intersections; 
(d) for any BEC%,~~‘(B)E~. 
Put S,, = T, -4p0 = 3, g, = f and h,, = idr. For every n E w we will construct a convex 
compact space S, with w(S,) c T, continuous affine maps g, : K + S, and ni_, : S, + 
S,_, and a net 9, of S,, with IT,,] 6 r consisting of closed subsets by induction such 
that 
(i) g,(K) = S,, r:-,(K) = S,-r, g,+, = 6-, o g, ; 
(ii) for every LEE+, we have (~~_,)P’(L)~2!,,; 
(iii) for the family 
Y,, ={g,:,(L)n F: LEE?_,, FE 9) 
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the condition is met: 
ifF,,F2E~nandF,nF,=0, theng,(F,)ng,(F,)=@ 
Suppose that we have constructed the convex compact space S,, the map g, : K + 
S, and the net 9!n of S,, IZnl c 7, consisting of closed subsets. Then the family Z!, 
consists of closed subsets of K and Iti!, < T. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that there 
exist a convex compact space S’ with w(S’) s T and a continuous affine map 
g’: K + S’ such that g’(K) = S’ and the condition is satisfied: 
ifF,,F,E~!,andF,nF,=0, theng’(F,)ng’(F,)=@ 
Let 
g,,, = g’dg, : K + S’ x S,, 
*+, n be the projection of S’X S, onto S,, S,,, = g,+,(K) and T,, = rrrS,,+, . Since 
w(S,+,)< W(S’XS,)~T, there exists a net 2’ of the compact space S,,, consisting 
of closed subsets and of cardinality at most 7. Put 
9 n+, = Z’U {(T :+l)-‘(L): LEJ&}. 
The construction is completed. 
Put 
S = lim{S,, 9~:~‘: n E w}, 
- 
g=A{g,: now}, 
and let 7~,, be the projection of S onto S,, 
.9={7r;‘(L): nEw,LE.Yn}, 
n!={g~l(L)nF:LE~,~FE}=U{~!,: now}, 
h=h “0 ?i-;o ?i-,. 
The weight of the compact space S is at most T, f = h 0 g, g(K) = S and h(S) = T 
It follows from (i)-(iii) that the following conditions hold: 
(e) the family 2 is a net of S; 
(f) if F,, F2 E 2 and F, n F2 = 0, then g( F,) n g( F2) = 0. 
For xES put 
sX={F~9:x~g(F)}, 
dx) = n 25, 
9; = {f-‘(B): h(x) E BE %I}. 
The family 9x consists of nonempty convex closed subsets of K and since 9:~ 
9X, 9X f 0. 
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Let us prove that the family qX is closed with respect to finite intersections and 
E(X) E Exp,(K). Let F,, F, E sY. Assume that F = F, n F2 E S\9,,, i.e., x E S\g( F). 
It follows from (e) that there exists L E 3 such that x E L and L n g(F) = 0. Put 
O,=g-‘(L)nF, and O,=g-‘(L)nF,. 
Then 0,) O2 E 2, 0, n 0, = 0 and x E g(0,) n g( 0,). A contradiction to condition 
(f). Therefore F, n F2 E FX. Since the family sX consists of nonempty closed subsets 
of the compact space K and is closed with respect to finite intersections, we have 
E(X) =nsX # 0 and E(X) E Exp,(K). 
Let us prove that F E &(S, K ), i.e., that for any x, y E S and t E [0, l] we have 
E(tX+(l-f)JJ)CtE(X)+(l-t)E(y). 
Let 
A~,={ME.A: [EM}, 
~={F,xF,xM:F,E~~,F~E~,,,MEJU,}. 
Since the families F_X, sY and A, are closed with respect to finite intersections, the 
family 9 is also closed with respect to finite intersections. By the affinity of the map 
g and the condition (b), 
9* = {j(P): P E Y} = 9,;rr+(,_,).Y. 
By Lemma 2.4, 
n~*=j(n~)=j(F(X)X&(y)x{t})=tE(X)f(l-_)E(y). 
We obtain eventually 
e(tx+(I-ft)Y)C ~,.Y+(,Fr), =n%*=tE(X)+(l--t)E(y). 
Let us show that ~(x)cf~‘(h(x)). Since 9:~ 5FX, 
E(X) c n 9; =f+(n {BE 6%: h(X) E B}) =f-‘(h(X)). 0 
Proposition 2.7. Let f: K + T be a continuous ajine map of convex compact spaces, 
f(K)=Tandw(T)<7,Zc8(K),L(Z)c~. Then there exist a convex compact space 
Sandcontinuousa~nemapsg:K~S,h:S~Tsuchthatg(K)=S,h(S)=T,f=h~g, 
w(S) c T and for any distinct x, y E T, 
g(Z)ng(W’(x)+f-‘(y)))=l?. 
Proof. Let 93 be a net of T consisting of closed sets, (31 G 7, 
s={f -l(B): BE %I}, 
YJJ1= {$(F, + F2): F, , F2 E 9, F, n F2 # 0}, 
X=lJWl. 
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For any M E 93, L(Z x M) = L(Z) G 7, hence L(Z x X) s 1YJ511 . r = T. By the construc- 
tion Xc K\%(K), therefore X n 2 = 0. It follows from Proposition 2.1 that there 
exist a convex compact space S, with w(S,) G T and a continuous affine map g, of 
K onto S,, such that go(Z) n g,(X) = 0. Let 
g=g,Af:K+S,,xT, 
r be the natural projection of S, x T onto T, S = g(K), h = rrlS. Then w(S) c 
w(S,xT)~~,g(K)=S,h(S)=T,f=h0gandg(X)ng(Z)=0.Itremainstonote 
that for distinct x, y E T 
;(f-‘(X)+f-‘(y))cX. 0 
Theorem 2.8. Let f: K + T be a continuous a@ne map of convex compact spaces, 
f(K)= T, w(T)sq hL(K) G 7. Then there exist a convex compact space S and 
continuous surjective afine maps g : K -S, h:S+Tsuch thatf=hog, w(S)CTand 
the map g is simplicial. 
Proof. For any n E w we will construct a convex compact space S, and continuous 
surjective affine maps g, : K + S,, vZ+’ : Sn+, -+ S, and h,: S, + T by induction in 
such a way that for every n E o the following conditions will be satisfied: 
(i) gn=~~t’ogn+l,f=hoogl; 
(ii) w(S,) G 7; 
(iii) for any x, y E S, we have 
$(gn’(x)+gn’(Y)) = g,:,(g,+,(~(g,‘(x)+g,‘(Y)))). 
Put S, = T, g, =J ho = id,. 
Assume that the convex compact space S, with w( S,) G T and the map g, : K + S,, 
are constructed. It follows from Proposition 2.5 that there exist a convex compact 
space S,,,, with w(S,,+,) G T and continuous surjective affine maps g,,, : K + S,,,, 
and z-z+’ : S,,+, + S, such that conditions (i) and (iii) are met. The construction is 
completed. 
Put 
S = lim{S,, 5-i+‘: n E w}, 
- 
g=A{g,: new}, 
and let 7r, be the projection of S onto S, , h = h,o q,. Then w(S) c T, f = h 0 g, 
g(K) = S, h(S) = T. By Theorem 1.14(a), the map g is simplicial. 0 
Theorem 2.9. Let f: K + T be a continuous aji’ine map of convex compact spaces, 
f(K)=Tand war. Then there exist a convex compact space S and continuous 
surjective afine maps g : K + S, h : S + T such that f = h 0 g, w(S) s T and the map g 
is weakly simplicial. 
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Proof. For any n E w we will construct a convex compact space S, and continuous 
surjective affine maps g, : K + S,,, rz+’ : S,, , -+ S,, h,: S, + T by induction in such 
a way 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
that for every n E w the following conditions will be satisfied: 
g, = n;+’ 0 gn+1 ,f= ho g, ; 
4&l) s 7; 
there exists e,, E &(S,,, 1, K) such that for any x E S,,, we have 
E,(X) = g:‘(rZ+‘(x)). 
Put S, = T, g, =f; h, = id,. 
Assume that the convex compact space S, with w( S,,) c T and the map g, : K + S, 
are constructed. It follows from Proposition 2.6 that there exist a convex compact 
space S, +, with w(S,+,) s r and continuous surjective affine maps g,,, : K + S,,,, 
and rz+’ : S,, , + S,, such that conditions (i) and (iii) are met. The construction is 
completed. 
Put 
S = lim{S,, 7rI+‘: n E o}, 
- 
g=A{g,: now}, 
and let rr, be the projection of S onto S, , h = h, 0 vr, . Then w(S) s 7, f= h 0 g, 
g(K) = S and h(S) = T. By Theorem 1.14(b), the map g is weakly simplicial. 0 
Theorem 2.10. Let f: K + T be a continuous a&e map of a convex compact space K 
onto a convex compact space T with w(T) s r, Z = 8(K) and L(Z) s 7. Then there 
exist a convex compact space Sand continuous surjective afine maps g : K + S, h : S -+ T 
such that f = h 0 g, w(S) G r and g(Z) c k%(S). 
Proof. For every n E w we will construct a convex compact space S, and continuous 
surjective affine maps g, : K + S,, rz+’ : S,,,, + S,, and h,,: S, -+ T by induction in 
such a way that for every n E w, 
(i) gn=~~+log,+,,f=hoOg,; 
(ii) w(S) s 7; 
(iii) for any distinct x, y E S, we have 
g,+,(Z)ng,,+,(~(g,‘(x)+g,‘(y)))=(d. 
Put S, = T, g, =f; h, = idr. 
Suppose we have constructed the convex compact space S, with w(S,) G T and 
the map g,, : K + S,,. By Proposition 2.7, there exist a convex compact space S,,,, 
with w(S, +,) c T and continuous surjective affine maps g,,, : K + S,,, , rrz+’ : S,,,, + 
S,, satisfying (i) and (iii). The construction is completed. 
Put 
S = lim{S,, 5-z+‘: n E w}, 
- 
g = A{gn : n E w}, 
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and let V, be the projection of S onto S,, h = h, 0 r,. Then w(S) G T, f= h 0 g, 
g(K) = S, h(S) = T. It follows from Theorem 1.14(c) that g(Z) c 8(S). q 
3. Fundamental results 
Proposition 3.1. Let K be a convex compact space. Then q( 8(K), K) s w(K). 
Proof. Let~=w(K)andj:KxK+Kbedefinedby 
j(x, Y) =t(x +Y). 
Then A(K) = +(A,, K x K)G w(K x K) = 7. Let y be a family of open subsets of 
K x K such that IyI ST and n y=A.. Put 
y,,={K\j(K x K\U): UE y}. 
Then the family y. consists of open subsets of K, l-y01 s 7 and n yO = Z’(K). Con- 
sequently $( Z’(K), K) < r. 0 
Theorem 3.2. For a convex compact space K the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) L(UK))-A(WK))s7; 
(b) nw( E’(K)) G T; 
(c) w(‘@K))s~ 
(4 48(K)). +(8(K), K)G~; 
(e) there exists a continuous afine map distinguishing extreme points of K onto 
some convex compact space of weight not exceeding r; 
(f) there exists a ws map distinguishing extreme points of K onto some convex 
compact space of weight not exceeding 7; 
(8) L(‘@K)x(K\WK)))c7. 
Proof. The implications (d)*(c)*(b)+(a) and (f)*(e) are evident. 
(e)+(d). Let g:K+S be a dep map and w(S)s~. Since g(ZY(K))=E(S) and 
g-‘(g(g(K))) = g(K), the map 
go=grg(K):g(K)+g(Sl 
is perfect and $(8(K), K) = +(8(S), S). By Proposition 3.1, $(8(S), S) 4 w(S) s 7, 
hence I,!J( %5’(K), K) G T. The map g, is perfect and injective, therefore g, is a 
homeomorphism and 
w(ZT(K)) = w( 8(S)) zz w(S) s T. 
(a)*(e). Let j be a map of K x K onto K defined for all (x, y) E K x K by 
j(x, Y) =$(x+.Y), 
and let 
A,)=AK n(‘$T(K)x Z?(K)). 
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Since A( %‘(K))s T, there exists a family y of open subsets of 8(K) x Z’(K) such 
that /yl~~ and n ?=A,,. Put 
p={j((g(K)x g(K))\U): UE ~1, 
x=lJs. 
Then 8(K)nX=0, 191 G T, the family 9 consists of closed subsets of K and for 
any distinct x, y E Z?(K), j(x, y) E X. Since for any FE 9, L( Z?(K) x F) G L( Z?(K)) s 
~andI%l~r,wehaveL(kY(K)xX)~ 7. By Proposition 2.1, there exists a continuous 
affine map f: K + T of K onto a convex compact space T such that w(T) G r and 
f(g(K))nf(X)=P). Since L(ZC(K))c7; it follows from Theorem 2.10 that there 
exist a convex compact space S and continuous surjective affine maps g: K + S, 
h: S+ T such that f = h 0 g, w(S) G 7 and g(%?(K))c g(S). By Proposition 1.1, 
g(%(K))=%(S). Since f=hog and f(g(K))nf(X)=0, we have g(%‘(K))n 
g(X) = 0. 
Let us prove that g 1 Z?(K) is injective. Suppose that for some distinct x, y E 8(K), 
g(x) = g(y). Then for z = i(x+y) = j(x, y) E X we have 
g(z)=;(g(x)fg(y))=g(x)Eg(g(K)), 
i.e., g(z) E g(X) n g( Z?(K)). This contradicts the condition g(X) n g( 8( K)) = 0. 
So g( 8( K)) = 8(S) and the map g 1 Z?(K) is injective, hence g distinguishes 
extreme points. 
(e)*(f). Let f: K + T be a dep map of convex compact spaces and w(T)< T. 
By Theorem 2.9, there exist a convex compact space S and continuous surjective 
affine maps g : K + S, h : S + T such that f = h 0 g, w(S) G 7 and g is a ws map. Since 
f is a dep map, g(K) = S and f = h 0 g, we have that g is also a dep map. 
(g)+(e). It follows from Proposition 2.1 that there exist a convex compact space 
T with w(T) G T and a continuous affine map f: K + T, where f(K) = T, such that 
f(~(K))nf(K\~(K))=ld. 
Then %‘(K)=f-‘(f(Z?(K))) and f(K)= T, i.e., f is a dep map. 
(e)+(g). Let f: K + T be a dep map of convex compact spaces and w(T) s 7. 
Then the maps 
fi =f 1 g(K), fz=f 1 K\g(K) 
and 
h=f,xf2:WK)~(K\g(K))+g(T)x(T\g(T)) 
are perfect maps. Consequently (see Proposition 0.4), 
L(~(K)~(K\~(K)))=L(%‘(T)~(T\%(T)))~w(T)GT. 0 
From Theorems 3.2 and 1.11 we obtain: 
Theorem 3.3. Let K be a convex compact space. If &Y(K) is a Lindeliif space, then 
w(K)=w(%‘(K))=nw(E(K))=A(8(K)). 
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Corollary (Cot-son, Haydon, Debs). For a convex compact space K the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) K is a metrizable compact space; 
(b) E(K) is a continuous image of the set of irrationals; 
(c) 8(K) is a continuous image of a separable metric space; 
(4 A(g(K)) * U~(K))~ No. 
Theorems 3.2 and 1.10 give: 
Theorem 3.4. Let K be a convex compact space. If K is a simplex, then 
w(K)=w(%(K))=nw(g(K))=A(8(K)). L(Z?(K)). 
Lemma 3.5. For a space X the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) there exists a perfect map of X onto a space of weight not exceeding r; 
(b) for the Stone-&ech compactijcation PX of X we have 
L((pX\X) XX) < T; 
(c) for any compactijkation bX of X we have 
L((bX\X)xx)s~; 
(d) there exists a compactijication bX of X for which 
L( (bX\X) X x) s T. 
Proof. (a)+(b). Let f :X+ Y be a perfect map of X onto Y with w( Y)G T, bY 
be a compactification of Y with w (b Y) d T, g : PX --, b Y be the continuous extension 
off: X + Y. Since the map f is perfect, g-‘( Y) = X and gP’(by\ Y) = pX\X [3]. 
Hence the map 
h=grXxgr@X\X:Xx@X\X)+Yx(bY\Y) 
is perfect and consequently, 
L(Xx(pX\X))= L(Yx(bY\Y))cw(bY)s~ 
(see Proposition 0.4). 
(b)+(c). Let g : PX + bX be the continuous extension of the natural injection of 
X into bX. Then g-‘(X) =X, gP’(bX\X) = pX\X and 
h=id,xgrPX\X:Xx(/3X\X)+Xx(bX\X) 
is a continuous surjective map. Hence 
L(X x (bX\X)) s L(X x (pX\X)) G T. 
(c)*(d). Evident. 
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(d)+(a). For any pair (x, y) E X x (bX\X) fix a continuous function_&: bX + R 
such that $,,(x) = -1, f,,,(y) = 1. Put 
K,, =.I_‘((-=$ O)), v,,, =f_‘((O, +a)), 
r={LA,,,x K,?: (x,y)EXx(bX\X)I. 
Since L(X x (bX\X)) < T and X x (bX\X) c U 7, there exists M c bX\X such 
that [MI s T and 
Xx(bX\X)cU{U,,,x VT,?.: (x,Y)EM). 
Put 
g = A&: (x, Y) E W, 
Y = g(X). 
Then g-‘( Y) =X, i.e., the map g 1 X:X + Y is perfect and w(Y) 6 7. q 
Theorem 3.6. For a convex compact space K the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) L(WK)) . (Cr(WK), g(K))s 7; 
(b) L(g(K) x (g(K)\g(K)))s 7; 
(c) there exists a perfect map of %( K ) onto a space of weight not exceeding T. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.5 that (b)-(c). 
(a)+(b). Since $(8(K), g(K)) s T, there exists a family 9 with 19) d T of 
compact subsets of K such that Us= %‘( K )\ ‘G?( K). Therefore 
L(%‘(K)x(~(K)\~(K)))+$sup{L(8(K)xF): FEN} 
s(SI-L(~(K))ST. 
(b)+(a). Clearly L( 8( K)) d T. By Proposition 2.1, there exist a convex compact 
space T and a continuous affine map f: K + T such that w(T)s~,f(K)= T and 
f(~(K))nf(8(K)\~(K))=8. 
Since L(ZY(K))s T, by Theorem 2.10, there exist a convex compact space S and 
continuous surjective affine maps g : K -S, h:S+T such thatf=hog, W(S)<T 
and g( %( K)) c 8(S). We have 
g(g(K))ng(g(K)\g(K))=(b (*) 
and by Proposition 1.1, g( Z%‘( K)) = g(S). Put r = g r 8(K). It follows from (*) that 
rP’( r( g( K))) = 8( K ), therefore 
4(%(K), g(K)) = $(g(S), g(S))< @(g(S), S). 
Proposition 3.1 implies $(8(S), S) d T. 0 
Corollary (Debs). If the space of extreme points of a convex compact space K can be 
perfectly mapped onto a separable metric space, then 8(K) is a Lindeliif i’ech-complete 
space. 
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Theorem 3.7. Let K be a convex compact space. Then for any x E ZZ( K) we have 
rCr(x, g(K)) =x(x, K). 
Proof. Evidently +(x, ~(K))~x(x, X). P u r= Jl(x, 8(K)). Then there exists a t 
family 9 with 191 G 7 of closed subsets of K such that l_lsn g(K) = %(K)\(x). 
As I+T, L(~~)GT. It follows from Proposition 2.1 that there exist a convex 
compact space T and a continuous affine mapf: K + T such thatf( K) = T, w(T) s T 
and f(x) af(U R. Since L({x}) = K,s 7, by Theorem 2.10, there exist a convex 
compact space S and continuous surjective affine maps g : K + S and h : S + T such 
thatf-hog, w(S)<7 and g(x)Eg(S). We have g(x)&g(u%) and all the more 
g(x)g g( 8(K)\(x)). Since g(x) E 8(S), we have ‘Z%‘(g-‘(g(x))) c 8(K). Since 
g(x)g g(g(K)\{x}) and g(g-‘(g(x)))c 8(K), we have 8(g-‘(g(x))) = {x}. It fol- 
lows from the Krein-Mil’man Theorem that g-‘(g(x)) = {x}. Consequently, 
x(x, K) = $(x, K) = +(g(x), S) c w(S)< T. 0 
Theorem 3.8. Let K be a convex compact space. Then 
w(K)=hL(K) .A(Z?(K)). 
Proof. Clearly 
w(K)ahL(K). A(Z(K)) 
Put T=hL(K)*A(g(K)). Since L(~(K)).A(~(K))~T, by Theorem 3.2, there 
exist a convex compact space T with w(T) s T and a dep map f: K + T It follows 
from Theorem 2.8 that there exist a convex compact space S with w(S) s T and 
continuous surjective affine maps g : K + S and h : S + T such that f = h 0 g and g 
is an s map. Since f= h 0 g and f is a dep map, g is also a dep map. It follows from 
Theorem 1.5 that g is a homeomorphism. Consequently, w(K) = w(S) c T. IJ 
Lemma 3.9. For arbitrary spaces X and Y 
L(X x Y) s hL(X) . Nag( Y). 
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that for any space 2 
L(X x 2) s hL(X) . w(Z) 
and from the definition of the Nagami number. q 
Theorem 3.10. For a convex compact space K 
w(K)=hL(K) . Nag(‘%‘(K)). 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.9 that 
L(8(K)x(K\$(K)))GT=hL(K). Nag(‘Z?(K)). 
By Theorem 3.2, A (‘8( K)) s T. Finally, by Theorem 3.8 we obtain that w(K) q T. 0 
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